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1. INTRODUCTION 

Let P be a set in Rn. Given a point x, we want to test if x E P. Our 
model of computation is a linear decision tree, a rooted ternary tree T where 
with each interior node v is associated a linear function lv(x) = L.j ajxj + b, 
and the three edges connecting v to its descendants are labelled "<", "=", 
and " > ". Starting from the root, we move down the tree; at each internal node 
v, we check whether iv(x) >=< 0 and follow the appropriately labelled edge. 
Leaves are labelled YES and NO, and arriving at a leaf we read off the answer 
to the question "is x E P?". 

Linear decision trees are sometimes surprisingly powerful devices; we men-
tion here the result that some NP-complete problems like the knapsack problem 
have polynomial depth linear decision trees [MH]. Lower bound results on the 
size or depth of linear decision trees usually depend on counting the number of 
connected components of P or Rn \P; this method was introduced by Dobkin 
and Lipton [DL] and further developed by Steele and Yao [Sy], Ben-Or [BO], 
and others. In this paper we describe topological methods that can be applied 
to obtain lower bounds also if these sets are connected. 

The basic idea of this paper was first explored in [BLY]: the Euler charac-
teristic of P or Rn \ P was used to estimate the number of leaves in a linear 
decision tree for P. Here we improve and extend the topological methods of 
[BLY]. In particular, we show that the Euler characteristic can be replaced by 
the sum of the Betti numbers of Rn \ P . 

In [BL Y] the method was applied to the case when P is a subspace arrange-
ment, i.e., a union of a finite number of affine subspaces. The Euler character-
istic of the union is (essentially) the Mobius function of the intersection lattice 
of these subspaces. In this paper, using a formula of Goresky and MacPherson 
[GM], we work with the Betti numbers of the complement of this union and 
thereby obtain better bounds. 

The motivating problem in [BLY] was the k-equal-problem: given n real 
numbers Xl' •.• ,xn ' decide if some k of them are equal. It was shown that 
ev~ry linear decision tree for the k-equal-problem has size at least (2njk)0'(n) 
and (consequently) depth at least Q(nlog(2njk)) (which is best possible). We 
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improve the constant in this asymptotic bound and give here other applica-
tions; in particular, we detennine the linear decision tree complexity of the 
k-unequal-problem (given n real numbers Xl' • .• ,xn ' decide if some k of 
them are pairwise different), and the k-divisibility problem (given n real num-
bers Xl' ••• ,xn ' decide if the number of times any number occurs in this list 
is divisible by k). 

These applications involve the exact computation of the Mobius function for 
various subposets of the partition lattice of a finite set. The Mobius function 
computations are done in a more general setting than what is necessary for the 
computer science applications and may have some interest in their own right. 
From these computations is deduced a fonnula for the Euler characteristic of 
the subset of an of points with no k coordinates equal in tenns of the roots 
of truncated exponential series (see Theorem 6.3). 

We remark that Yao [V] has extended the Euler characteristic bounds given in 
[BLY] to algebraic decision trees. It is possible that the Betti number bounds can 
also be extended this way, but the technical difficulties seem to be substantial. 

2. LINEAR DECISION TREES FOR POLYHEDRA 

A convex polyhedron is the solution set of a finite system of (strict and non-
strict) linear inequalities (equivalently, the intersection of a finite number of 
(open or closed) half-spaces). A polyhedron is the union of a finite number of 
convex polyhedra. It is clear that a set P ~ an can be recognized by a linear 
decision tree if and only if it is a polyhedron. 

Suppose that T is a linear decision tree deciding membership in P. We 
denote the number of YES-leaves and NO-leaves by £ + (T) and £- (T) , respec-
tively, and we denote by £+(P) and r(p) the minimum of £+(T) and r(T) 
over all linear decision trees for P. 

We will assume some familiarity with cell complexes and elementary homol-
ogy theory; all needed facts can be found in, e.g., Munkres [Mu]. Let X(X) 
denote the Euler characteristic of a space X. We shall use this notion only for 
spaces X with finite Betti numbers (in fact, having the homotopy type of a finite 
simplicial complex), so no problem will arise whether X(X) is well defined. 

In [BLY] the following lower bounds on the numbers of YES- and NO-leaves 
of any linear decision tree for a closed polyhedron P were proved. Here and 
in the following we compactify the space an by adding a single point (t) "at 
infinity", and let P = P u {w} for any polyhedron P. 
Theorem 2.1. Let P be a closed polyhedron in an. Th(m 

£+(P) ~ Ix(P) - 11, £-(P) ~ Ix(P) - 1 + (_l)n-l l. 
We are going to prove much stronger estimates below; however, it seems 

worthwhile to include the simple direct proof of these Euler characteristic 
bounds. Note that if P is bounded then x(P) = x(p) - 1, so that for a 
compact polyhedron we get the inequalities 

£+(P) ~ Ix(P)I, £-(P) ~ Ix(P) + (_I)n-l l · 
Proof. Let T be a linear decision tree for P, and let L - and L + be the sets 
of NO-leaves and YES-leaves, respectively. For each WE L = L- UL+, let Pw 
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denote the set of inputs leading to leaf w. Each set P w is a convex subset of 
Rn. Oearly P is the union of all cells Pw (w E L+). 

Each set P w (w E L ) is a convex polyhedron, but not necessarily closed. In 
fact, Pw is open in its affine hull; the affine hull Aw of Pw is obtained as the 
intersection of those hyperplanes lu(x) = 0 which tested with equality along 
the path from the root to w, and the remaining strict inequalities along this 
path define Pw ' We denote by Pw the closure of Pw in A w ' and by {JPw the 
boundary of P w in Aw' If P w is bounded, then P w is a ball (in fact a convex 
polytope) and {J P w is its bounding sphere. If P w is unbounded then there are 
two cases: 

(i) P w is a ball and aP:o is its bounding sphere, if Pw # A w ' 

(ii) P w is a sphere and aP:o = {co}, if Pw = Aw' 
We have P = U{Pw : W E L +} ; but the polyhedra Pw (even together with 

their faces) do not form a CW cell decomposition in general. So to relate to the 
Euler characteristic, we consider the following finer decomposition. Our linear 
decision tree T determines an arrangement of affine hyperplanes SdfT = {Hu} , 
where Hu = {x E Rn : lu(x) = O} for each inner node u. These hyperplanes 
subdivide Rn into a number of relatively open convex (polyhedral) regions. 
These regions, together with their faces, partition Rn (points in the same class 
behave the same way in all ~sts on the tree). Let d denote the set of these 
classes. Their closures in Rn together with the point co give a regular CW 
decomposition of Rn = Sn . 

For each leaf w, let d w ' .1.w ' and {J d w be the collections of cells in d 
contained in Pw ' Pw ' and {JPw ' respectively. Let d p denote the set of cells 
in d contained in P (note that an P # 0 implies a ~ P for all cells a E 
d). Then the closures of cells in d p together with co form a regular CW 
decomposition of P, and hence 

L: (_I)dim(C) = x(p) - 1. 
CEtlp 

(The "minus I" comes from counting co.) 
Now we can partition this sum according to the YES-leaves: 

x(p) -I = L: L: (_I)dim(C) = L: (L: (_l)dim(C) - L: (_l)dim(C)) 
wEL+ CELl,. WEL+ CE~ CElJLl,. 

= L: (ex(i> w) -l) - (X(aP:o) - I») = L: (_l)dim(Pw). 
wEL+ WEL+ 

In fact, .1.w u {co} forms a regular CW decomposition of P w' fJdw U {co} 
forms a regular CW decomposition of ~, and if Pw is unbounded then 
P w and aP:o are a ball and a sphere (or conversely) as stated in (i) or (ii) 
above. In the bounded case we get a ball or a sphere plus the isolated point co. 
Therefore, X(i> w) - X(aP:o) = (_l)dim(P,.) follows in all cases from X(ball) = 1 
and x(n-sphere) = 1 + (_l)n . 
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The bound on l+ follows immediately from this equation, since the right-
hand side is at most IL+I = l+(T). 

For l- , observe that the fact that a u {(J)} forms a CW decomposition of 
the n-sphere gives ECE.d(-I)dim(C) = X(Sn) - 1. Hence 

L (_I)dim(C) = X(Sn) - 1 - (X(p) - 1) = -X(p) + 1 + (_I)n. 
CE.d\.dp 

From here the argument is just like that for l+ , by partitioning the left-hand 
sum according to the NO-leaves. 0 

To be able to state our more involved results linking the size of linear decision 
trees to Betti numbers, let us assume that an open set 0 ~ Rn is also given. 
We want to test points in 0 for membership in a set P ~ Rn. Let T be a 
linear decision tree for this problem, and let Pw denote the set of inputs x E 0 
leading to leaf w. The dimension of P w is well defined, since it is open in its 
affine span. Let L - be the set of NO-leaves and L + the set of YES-leaves of 
T, and define: 

lj-(T) = I{w E L- : dim(Pw ) = i}l; 
r(T) = IL-(T)I = Llj-(T); 

j 

17(T) = I{w E L+ : dim(Pw ) = i}l; 
l+(T) = IL+(T)I= Ll7(T). 

j 

Furthermore, for given subsets P, 0 ~ Rn , define 
lj-(PIO) = minl;(T) , 17(PI0) = minl7(T), 

T T 
where the minimum is taken over all linear decision trees T that decide for 
points in 0 whether they belong to P. Define C(P I Q) and l+(P I 0) anal-
ogously. Note that C (P I 0) ~ Ej lj- (P I Q). When Q = Rn , we will suppress 
o from the notation, and write C(P) = C(P I Q), etc. 

We denote by pj(X) the ith Betti number of the subset X ~ Rn , i.e., the 
rank of the ith singular homology group Hj(X, Z), and by pj(X) the ith 
Betti number in reduced singular homology. We also set P(X) = Ej~o Pj(X) , 
and P(X) = Ej>-l Pj(X). Then P(X) = 1 + P(X) if X i- 0. Our main 
result in this section is the following topological lower bound on the number of 
i-dimensionalleaves. 
Theorem 2.2. Let P be a closed polyhedron and Q a convex open set in Rn. 
Then 

and 
l;_j(P I Q) ~ Pj - 1 (0 \ P). 

Proof. Let T be a linear decision tree testing points in 0 for membership in 
P. We will show that 
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by induction on the number of nodes of T. It is straightforward to check the 
case when T has a single node; the case of a single NO-leaf uses that 0 is both 
convex (for Po = 1) and open (for l; = 1 ). 

Assume that T has more than one node, and let q(x) be the linear form 
used at the root node. This divides 0 into three parts: 

0+ = {x E 0 I q(x) > O}, 

0- = {x E 0 I q(x) < a}, 

0 0 = {x E 0 I q(x) = O}. 
All three sets are nonempty (unless the tree is degenerate), and points from 
these subsets are sent to the three subtrees T+, T-, and ~ rooted at the 
sons of the root. Note that T j is a linear decision tree for P and oj in 
R.n , for i = +, -, and ~ is a linear decision tree for P n H and 0 0 in 
H = {x E R.n I q(x) = O} ~ R.n - I . The induction assumption gives that 

l;_j(T) = l;;_j(T+) + l;;_j(T-) + l;;_j(~) 
- + - - - 0 

~ In_j(P I 0 ) + In_j(P I 0 ) + l(n-I)-(i-I}(P n HI 0 ) 

~ Pj(O+ \ P) + Pj(O- \ P) + P;-l (00 \ P). 

The proof will be concluded by showing that 

(1) P;(o. \ P) ::5 P;(O+ \ P) + P;(O- \ P) + P;_I (00 \ P). 

For each point x E 0.0 \ P , choose an open ball Ox centered at x such that 
Ox ~ 0 \ P (which is an open set in R.n). Let C = UXE00\P Ox. Orthogonal 
projection onto H gives rise to the homotopy equivalence 

(2) C ~ 0 0 \P 
(in fact, 0 0 \ P is a strong deformation retract of C). Let A+ = (0+ \ P) u C 
and A- = (0- \ P) u C. Then we have homotopy equivalences 

(3) A+ ~ 0+ \ P, A- ~ 0- \ P, 

since (0+ \ P) \ C is a strong deformation retract of both A+ and 0+ \ P via 
projection in the direction orthogonal to H, and similarly for A- . 

Since A+ and A- are open sets, the pair (A+, A-) is an excisive couple 
and therefore has a Mayer-Vietoris long exact sequence of singular homology 
(see [Mu, p. 186]): 

+ - + - +-
... -+ H;(A ) ffi H;(A ) -+ H;(A uA ) -+ Hj_I(A nA ) -+ ...• 

Exactness implies that 

(4) P;(A+ U A-) ::5 pj(A+) + P;(A-) + P;_I (A+ n A-). 

Since A+ U A - = 0 \ P and A+ n A- = C , the homotopy equivalences (2) and 
(3) imply that (4) is equivalent to (1). 
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The inequality 
.e;_i(T) ~ Pi- 1 (0 \ P) 

can be proved by induction in a similar way. The basis for induction (the 
I TI = 1 case) is easily checked. The argument for the induction step is, to 
begin with, identical to the preceding one, reducing the problem to proving the 
reduced Betti number inequality 

(I') Pi(O \ P) ~ Pi(O+ \ P) + Pi(O- \ P) + Pi - 1 (00 \ P). 

If 0 0 \ P 1:- 0 we can proceed as before, this time however using the Mayer-
Vietoris sequence of reduced singular homology [Mu, p. 187]. If 0 0 \ P = 0 
then (I') is in fact an equality for all i, since 0 \ P is the union of disjoint 
open sets 0+ \ P and 0- \ P and P- 1 (0) = 1. 0 

Corollary 2.3. For any closed polyhedron P S; JRn , 

n 
r (P) ~ p(JRn \ P) = L Pi(JRn \ P) , 

i=O 

.e+ (P) ~ P(JRn \ P) - 1. 

The weaker inequality r(p) ~ Po(JRn \ P) has been known since the work 
of Dobkin and Lipton [DL]. It is the basis of the "component count method", 
which was later extended to algebraic decision trees by Steele and Yao [SY] and 
Ben-Or [BO]. 

The following alternative version of Corollary 2.3 shows that it is in fact a 
strengthening of Theorem 2.1, since x(p) = E(-I)i Pi(p). Applying Alexander 
duality in Sn ~ Rn (see [Mu, p. 424]), one gets 

Corollary 2.4. For any closed polyhedron P S; JRn , 
n 

r (P) ~ P(p) = L Pi(p) , 
i=O 

.e+(P) ~ P(p) - 1. 

To illustrate the improvement of Corollary 2.4 over Theorem 2.1, let us con-
sider the k-equal problem in Rn (see §6a). The Betti numbers of Mn,k = JRn\P 
for the closed polyhedron P = V~ in question have been computed in [BW]. 

n.k 
For instance, the Betti numbers of M 7 , 3 are (I, 351 , 350, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) . 
The 3-equal problem is particularly interesting from this point of view, since 
X(Mn 3) = 0 whenever n == 3 (mod 4), as can be seen from (6.1). Hence, in 
these Cases the Euler characteristic lower bound gives nothing, while the Betti 
number bound guarantees at least 702 (~ 6!) NO-leaves for n = 7, over 2 
million ( ~ 6 . 9! ) NO-leaves for n = 11, and over 23 billion (~ 4 . 13! ) NO-
leaves for n = 15. These numbers for the 3-equal problem should be compared 
with the number of NO-leaves which the component count method gives for the 
2-equal problem, which is n!. 
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It should be remarked that there is no upper bound on r (P) in terms of 
P(:f) , or in terms of any topological invariant of P. If P is a full-dimensional 
convex polytope in Rn then it is clear that points x E Rn \ P sufficiently near 
the centers of gravity of different facets must go to different NO-leaves in any 
linear decision tree, and hence r (P) equals at least the number of facets of 
P. On the other hand, P(p) = 2 and all convex full-dimensional polytopes are 
topologically the same. 

We leave open the question whether Corollary 2.3 allows a generalization to 
algebraic decision trees, that is, trees T where the sign of a polynomial q(x) 
of the variables determines the branching at each node. The weaker bounds in 
Theorem 2.1 were generalized to algebraic decision trees by Yao [V]. 

Of course, Corollary 2.3 does not remain valid directly as stated for algebraic 
decision trees. For example, membership in any real algebraic set can be tested 
by an algebraic decision tree with a single node, while of course it can have very 
large Betti numbers. We suggest the following as a plausible generalization: 

Conjecture 2.S. Let P ~ Rn be a closed semialgebraic set and T an algebraic 
decision tree for P. Let L - be the set of NO-leaves of T. Then 

L P(Pw ) ~ P(Rn \ P). 
wEL-

In the linear case P(Pw ) = 1 for all w, so Corollary 2.3 would follow. To 
obtain bounds on the depth of T in the nonlinear case, one could stipulate 
that all test-polynomials have degree bounded by d, and then use the Oleinik-
Petrovsky-Milnor-Thom Theorem lOP, 0, Mi, Th] just as in Yao [V]. 

Remark 2.6. Another possibility to use topology in estimating r is to blow 
up each P w (w E L - ) of dimension less than n to an open convex set U w 
disjoint from P (this is easy to do), and then apply the nerve theorem to show 
that Rn \ P is homotopy equivalent to the nerve of the family {U w} , i.e., to a 
simplicial complex on r vertices. However, at least in the k-equal problem, 
the known bounds [BK] on the number of vertices of a simplicial complex with 
given Betti numbers do not seem to be strong enough. 

3. ARRANGEMENTS OF CONVEX SETS AND OF SUBSPACES 

For any finite family .9f = {Kl' ... ,Km} of sets in Rn , let 
m 

V.., = UK; and 
;=1 

We will always assume that no K; contains another K j • If all sets K; are 
convex polyhedra (e.g., affine subspaces) then V.., and M.., are polyhedra. 
Recall that we denote by V.., the compactification of V.., by a single point "at 
infinity". 

In this section we derive topological and combinatorial bounds on the size 
of a linear decision tree T testing membership in a polyhedron P, presented 
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as the union V,st' of an arrangement .s;I of closed convex polyhedra. By the 
general results in the previous section we have 

and 
t+(V,st') 2: P(V,st') = P(M,st') 2: Ix(V.s!f') - 11 = Ix(MJ¥') - 11· 

The problem lies in computing, or estimating, the topological invariants on 
the right-hand side. It turns out that much of this information is contained in 
the following combinatorial structure. 

For any family .s;I = {KI ' ... ,Km} of sets in lin, we define the intersection 
semilattice L,st' of .s;I as the partially ordered set of all nonempty intersections 
Kil n ... n Kij : 1 ~ i I < .. , < i j ~ m, ordered by reverse inclusion. This 
semilattice has least element 0 = lin . In case n.s;l = KI n·· ·nKm 1: 0 there is 
also a greatest element i = n.s;l , and we may speak of the intersection lattice 
L,st' . The atoms of L J¥' (elements covering 0) are the sets K i • 

For the cases we are interested in some very useful aspects of the topology 
of the spaces V,st' and M.s!f' are encoded into the lattice L.s!f" as the following 
results show. 

The order complex .6.(P) of a poset P is the simplicial complex whose vertex 
set is P and whose simplices are the chains XI < ... < xk in P. Note that if the 
elements of P are vertices of a (IPI- 1 )-dimensional simplex, and each chain is 
represented by the convex hull of its elements, then we get a convex cell complex. 
The union of these simplices is a polyhedron (the geometric realization), which 
we shall also denote by .6.(P). 

Proposition 3.1. Let .s;I be a family of closed convex sets in Rn. Then V.s!f' and 
.6.(L.s!f' \ {O}) are of the same homotopy type. 
Proof. The covering of V.s!f' by the closed subsets K I , ... ,Km and the covering 
of .6.(L,st' \ {O}) by the subcomplexes d( {x E L.s!f' : x 2: K i }), i = 1, ... , m, 
have the same nerve. In both cases all nonempty intersections are contractible. 
Hence the result follows from the nerve theorem (see [Bl, (10.7)]). 0 

If P is a bounded polyhedron, represented as the union of a family .s;I of 
convex polytopes, then Proposition 3.1 can be used to translate the topological 
bounds given in §2 to a more combinatorial form. 

Unfortunately, if P is unbounded the situation gets more complicated, since 
it is the topology of VJ¥" and not of V.s!f" that the results of §2 involve. So 
Proposition 3.1 cannot be directly applied. In [BLY] the following trick was 
used: let us intersect V.s!f' with a large simplex Q. This makes the membership 
problem only slightly more difficult: first test membership in Q; this can be 
done with a linear decision tree with 2n+ 1 - I YES-leaves corresponding to 
Q's open faces; then test membership in V,st'. Now, Q n VJ¥' is a bounded 
polyhedron, and Proposition 3.1 can be applied to show that it is homotopy 
equivalent to the order complex d(L,st' \ {O}) (which then can be handled by 
combinatorial tools, as we shall later see). Thus Theorem 2.1 gives 
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Proposition 3.2. Let ~ be a family of closed convex polyhedra in Rn. 
(a) If V.w is bounded, then 

£+(V.w) ~ IX(A(L.w \ {O}))I. 
(b) If V.w is unbounded, then 

£+(V.w) ~ 2-n- 1Ix(A(L.w \ {O}))I. 0 

685 

If n~ :I 0, then V.w, Q n V.w, and A(L.w \ {O}) are contractible, so 
their topology is trivial and no information about £ + (V.w) is obtained. In this 
situation [BLY] uses another trick to obtain nontrivial bounds: the polyhedron 
V.w is intersected by a hyperplane H, disjoint from n ~ , but meeting every 
other subset arising as the intersection of members of ~ . Such a hyperplane 
can be found, e.g., if all polyhedra in ~ are affine subspaces. In that case any 
linear decision tree for V.w yields (by restricting the inputs) a linear decision 
tree for V.w nH with the same number of YES- and NO-leaves. The intersection 
lattice of V.w n H is isomorphic to L.w \ {l}, so the following bounds can be 
deduced [BLY, Equation (4.2)]: 

(3.1) + -n-l • • £ (V.w) ~ 2 IX(A(L.w \ {O, 1}))I· 
The idea to intersect with a generic hyperplane can be repeated; the effect 

on the intersection lattice of each generic hyperplane section is to remove the 
subspaces of currently minimal dimension. Combinatorially this corresponds 
to upper truncations of the intersection semilattice. Let 

L:;,trunc = L.w \ {x E L.w : dim(x) < pl. 
Then this argument leads to the following generalization of (3.1). 
Proposition 3.3. Let .st' be a family of affine subspaces in Rn. Then for all 
p ~O, 

£+(V.w) ~ 2-n-llx(A(L~-trunc \ {O} ))1. 0 

Similar bounds can be derived for r(v.w)' The tricks that were used to 
deal with the unbounded case weaken the lower bounds on the decision tree 
complexity; the loss is marginal in terms of the depth but more substantial in 
terms of the size. 

To improve our estimates it would clearly be desirable to have a version of 
Proposition 3.1 describing the homotopy type (or homology) of V.w rather than 
the homotopy type of V.w' For the important case of subspace arrangements 
there is a result of Goresky and MacPherson [GM], which expresses the coho-
mology of M.w (and so, by Alexander duality, also the homology of V.w) in 
terms of the intersection semilattice L.w' There is also a strengthening due to 
Ziegler and Zivaljevic [ZZ] which expresses the homotopy type of V.w in terms 
of the semilattice L.w' but since our bounds depend only on Betti numbers it 
suffices to use the cohomology formula. 

By an affine subspace arrangement we mean a finite family ~ = {K l' ... ,K m} 
of affine subspaces in Rn . Such an arrangement is called central if each Ki is 
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a linear subspace, i.e., it contains O. Every affine subspace is clearly a closed 
convex polyhedron. Subspace arrangements and their intersection lattices L JiI 
have some special structure not shared by the more general families oN of 
convex sets considered so far. The survey [B2] gives some general information 
about subspace arrangements. 

Let ii denote reduced singular cohomology groups, and Hi denote reduced 
simplicial homology groups, in both cases with coefficients in Z. (Recall that 
in reduced homology, H_l(0) ~ Z and Hi(0) = 0 for all i =f:. -1, while 
rank Ho(X) is one less than the number of connected components, for non-
empty spaces X.) Also, let Pi denote reduced Betti numbers, i.e., the ranks of 
the reduced (co)homology groups. Further, let &(0, x) be the order complex 
of the open interval (0, x) = {zl 0< z < x} in LJiI . 
Proposition 3.4 (Goresky and MacPherson [GM, p. 238]). Let .9f be an affine 
subspace arrangement in Rn. Then 

Hi(MJiI) ~ EB Hn- dim(Xl-2-i(&(0, x)). 0 
x>o, xeL." 

The proof of Proposition 3.4 in [GM] uses methods from Morse theory. 
Other proofs are also known, e.g., via the homotopy type formula of Ziegler 
and Zivaljevic [ZZ]. 

The Goresky-Ma<;:Pherson formula implies the following expressions for the 
reduced Betti numbers and the Euler characteristic of M JiI (and via Alexander 
duality VJiI). 

Corollary 3.5. Let oN be an affine subspace arrangement in Rn. Then 

Pi(VJiI ) = pn-i-1(MJiI ) = E Pi-dim(xl-l(&(O, x)), 

and 

"EL." 
,,>0 

X(VJiI ) - 1 = (_l)n-l(x(MJiI ) - 1) = E (_I)Ciim(Xl-l(X(&(O, x)) - 1). 
"EL." 

,,>0 

The advantage of expressing the Betti numbers and the Euler characteristic of 
VJiI and M JiI in terms of the Betti numbers and Euler characteristic of posets 
is that we can now invoke the powerful theory of Mobius functions (see [S3, 
Chapter 3] for an introduction to this theory). The key is the following theorem 
of Ph. Hall [S3, p. 120]. 
Proposition 3.6. The value of the Mobius junction J.l(x, y) for a pair x < y 
in a poset P is one less than the Euler characteristic X(&(x, y)) of the order 
complex of the open interval (x, y) = {z E P I x < z < y}. 

Consequently, 

(3.2) 

where Pj(x, y) denotes the ith reduced Betti number of &(x, y). 
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We can now summarize the lower bounds that have been obtained for the 
size of linear decision trees in terms of the Mobius function. For some of 
these formulas it is convenient to use the augmented intersection lattice L$ = 
L $ U {1} , obtained by creating a new element 1 = 0 greater than all elements 
of L$ . (Note that i < 1 in L$' when a top element 1 of L$ already exists.) 
For any semilattice L, we denote by PL its Mobius function. 

Theorem 3.7. Let $ = {K 1 ' ••• , Km} be a family of closed convex polyhedra 
in Rn. 

(a) If V$ is bounded, then 

l+(V$) ~ IPL (0,1) + 11· 
'" 

(b) If V$ is unbounded, then 
+ -n-l A 

l (V$') ~ 2 IPL)O, 1) + 11. 
(c) If all polyhedra Ki are affine subs paces, then 

rev$') ~ 1 + L LPi(O, x) ~ L IpL)O' x)l· 
XEL-!' i XEL", 

x>O 

In particular, in the central case 

l-eVN ) ~ IpL (0, 1)1, 
'" 

and in the noncentral case 

(d) If all polyhedra Ki are affine subs paces, then 

l+(V$') ~ L LPi(O, x) ~ L IpL)O, x)l· 
:tCEL", i :tCEL", 

x>O x>O 

In particular, in the central case 

l+e V$') ~ IpL (0, 1)1, 
'" 

and in the noncentral case 

l+(VN ) ~ IPL)O, 1) + 11· 
Proof. These formulas combine information from 2.3, 3.2, 3.5, and 3.6. The 
last formulas in (c) and (d) follow in the noncentral case from PL (0, 1) = 

'" - E XEL", p(O, x). 0 

Although the evaluation of the Mobius function is a difficult problem in 
general, its theory is fairly well developed and we shall illustrate the use of this 
theory in the next sections. 
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The following is a restatement of the formula for X(M $) in Corollary 3.5 
in terms of the Mobius function. We will give an independent and more ele-
mentary proof in the central case, based on Proposition 3.1. (This proof can be 
extended from the central to the affine case, but since we will not make use of 
the noncentral case of the formula we omit this extension, which is a bit more 
involved.) 

Corollary 3.8. For any subspace arrangement .9f in Rn : 

X(M$) = L: (_I)n-dim(x),u(O, x). 
XEL~ 

Proof. Suppose that .9f is central with intersection lattice L = L $ , and let 
V; = V$ nSn-l be the intersection with the unit sphere in Rn . We may assume 
that n.9f = {O}. Now, M$ deformation retracts radially onto M$ n Sn-l , 
so via Alexander duality in Sn-l the formula is equivalent to 

(3.3) x(V;) = 1 + L:(-I)dim(X),u(O, x). 
xEL 
x"o 

We will prove (3.3) by induction on n; the R2 case is easy to check. 
For the induction step, let H be a central hyperplane which is generic with 

respect to .9f . Let H+ and H- be the closed half-spaces determined by H. 
Then both V; nW and V; nH- are homotopy equivalent to ll.(L \ {O; i}). 
This follows from the nerve theorem by the same argument as in Proposition 
3.1. Hence 

x(V; nH+) - 1 = X(V; nH-) - 1 = ,uL(O, i). 
On the other hand, .9f' = {H n K : K E.9f} is a central arrangement in 
H ~ Rn- 1 whose intersection lattice L' is the upper truncation of L, i.e., 
L' = L \ {x E L: dim(x) = I}. The dimension in L' of subspaces other than 
{O} has been reduced by one. So the induction assumption gives 

X(V; nH) -I = ,uL'(O, i) + L (_I)dim(X)-I,uL(O, x). 
xEL 

1 <dim(x)<n 

Using the fact that the Euler characteristic is additive together with the defining 
recursion for the Mobius function, we get from these formulas: 

X(V;) = X(V; nH+) + X(V; nH-) - X(V; nH) 

= 1 + 2,uL(O, i) - ,uL'(O, i) - I: (_I)dim(X)-I,uL(O, x) 
xEL 

l<dim(x)<" 

= 1 + ,uL(O, i) - L: ,uL(O, x) + L: (-I)dim(X),uL(O, x) 
dim(x)=l 1 <.:!(;)<" 

= 1 + L(-I)dim(X),uL(O' x). 0 
xEL 
x>tl 
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4. THE MOBIUS FUNCTION OF PARTITIONS WITH RESTRICTED BLOCK SIZES 

The intersection lattices we will be interested in have combinatorial descrip-
tions in terms of set partitions. In this and the next section we will derive ex-
pressions for the Mobius function of these partition lattices that will be needed 
for the complexity lower bounds in §6. The arguments here are purely com-
binatorial, and we will work in a setting that is more general than what the 
applications require. 

Let IIn denote the lattice of partitions of the set [n] = {I, 2, ... , n} or-
dered by refinement, and J.l its Mobius function. For 2 ::; k ::; n let IIn k be 
the subposet of partitions with no block sizes in {2, 3, ... , k - I}. In par-
ticular, IIn,2 = IIn. (Remark: IIn,k was denoted by IIn,k-l in [BLY].) We 
observe that IIn k is itself a lattice, whose join-operation is the same as that 
of IIn and whose meet-operation is that of IIn (coarsest common refinement) 
followed by breaking all blocks of size less than k into singletons. Let J.ln , k de-
note the Mobius function of IIn,k. We set f.lk(n) = f.ln,k(O, i). We extend the 
definition to 1 ::; n < k by letting f.lk(l) = 1 and f.lk(2) = ... = f.lk(k - 1) = O. 

More generally, given any set T ~ Z + with 1 E T, we consider the set IIn , T 
of partitions of en] into blocks whose sizes are in T. Ordering the elements of 
IIn, T by refinement we get a poset, which is not a lattice in general. However, 
the discrete partition ° does belong to IIn T. We denote by f.ln T the Mobius 
function of the poset IIn , T' where the subscript n will often be suppressed. 
We also set f.lT(n) = f.ln,T(O, i), if nET. It will be convenient to extend the 
definition of f.ln T(n, u) by setting it to 0 if either one of the partitions nand 
u is not in IIn ~. In particular, f.lT(n) = 0 if n ¢ T. 

We will derive various formulas for the Mobius function f.lT; specialized 
to f.lk one of these formulas will give a good enough estimate to settle the "k-
equal" linear decision tree problem for all values of k up to a constant factor. 
Another formula yields an expression for the Euler characteristic of the subset 
of Rn of points with no k coordinates equal. 

Set, for every n E IIn ' 

Also set sT(n) = sT(i)' and let ST(O) = 1. More generally, we shall consider 
the "characteristic polynomial" of IIn , T' i.e., the polynomial 

( "A b(n) ¢T n; t) = L...J f.lT(O' n)t , 
nen. 

where b(n) denotes the number of blocks of n. Also let ¢T(O; t) = 1. Note 
that for n > 0 we have 

¢T(n; 0) = 0, 

The value of ¢T(n; -1) will also concern us and will be of interest in the 
applications. (Note that in the definition of ¢T(n; t) the summation could be 
set to run over all n E IIn , T with the same result.) 
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By the definition of the Mobius function, we have sr(n) = 0 for every 
n E lln,r' n #- O. In particular, sr(n) = 0 if n E T\ {I}. To extend this 
observation slightly, define T* = Z+ \ (T \ {I}) . 

Proposition 4.1. If n , lln,r" then sr(n) = o. 
Proof. Let n = {Bl' ... , B,} E lln. For any subset B ~ [n], let (B) denote 
the partition of [n] where B is one block and the rest are singletons. Then 
the poset [0, n] n lln, T is the direct product of the intervals [0, (Bj )] n lln, r . 
Hence 

= L ... L J.ln,T(O, u1)···J.ln,T(0, u,) =sr(IB11)···sr(lB,I). 
0'1 :::;;(B1) 0',:::;; (B,) 

If one of the block sizes is in T \ {I} , then this product is O. 0 

By Mobius inversion, we get the following formula for J.lT. 

Proposition 4.2. For every n E lln ' 

J.lT(O, n) = LST(U)J.l(U, n). 
O':::;;lt 

Using the well-known formula 

A A n-l 
J.l(0, 1) = (-1) (n -I)!, 

we get 

(4.1) J.lT(n) = L (_I)b(O')-l(b(u) - 1)!sr(u). 
O'Enn • r" 

The characteristic polynomial satisfies the following useful recursion. 

Proposition 4.3. ¢T(n; t) = t E~=l (:;,-=-DJ.lT(m)¢r(n - m; t). 

Proof. For n E lln ' let n' denote the partition obtained from n by splitting 
all blocks not containing n into singletons, and let nil denote the partition 
obtained from n by splitting the block containing n into singletons. Recall 
also the definition of the partition (B) from the proof of Proposition 4.1. Then 
the poset [0, n] n lln, r is the direct product of the posets [0, n'] n lln, r and 
[0, nil] n lln, T' and hence 
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This implies that 

= L J.lT(O, (B» t L J.lT(O, n")l(n")-IBI 
B~[n], nEB n: n'=(B) 

= L J.lT(O, (B» t <PT(n - IBI; t) 
B~[n], nEB 

~ (n-l) = t L..J m _ 1 J.lT(m)<PT(n - m; t). 0 
m=1 

In particular, by putting t = 1 we get the following recurrence for ST: 

(4.2) 

Let us introduce the exponential generating function 
00 xn 

GT(x, t) = L <PT(n; t)-, ' 
O n. n= 

and its specializations 
00 xn a 

FT(x) = L J.lT(n) n! = at GT(x, t)lt=o' 
n=1 
00 n 

PT(x) = LST(nr; = GT(x, 1). 
n=O n. 

Proposition 4.3 is equivalent to the following differential equation: 
a a 

ax GT(X, t) = t GT(X, t) axFT(x). 

Dividing by GT' integrating, and checking the value at x = 0, we obtain the 
following result. 

Theorem 4.4. GT(x, t) = etFT(x) . 

By this theorem, we can express GT and FT in terms of PT as follows: 

Corollary 4.5. 

FT(x) = InpT(x) , 

GT(x, t) = PT(X)t . 

The first of these formulas has also been obtained by R. Stanley using a 
different method (personal communication). 

In the case of finite T* we can extract a useful expression for the Mobius 
function J.lT from this functional equation. 
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Theorem 4.6. Suppose that T* is finite and let a l ' ... , ad be the complex roots 
of the polynomial PT(x) = 1 + EnETo sT(n)~; . Then 

d 
J.lT(n) = -(n -1)!I:a;n. 

j=1 

Proof. The polynomial PT has constant term 1, so we can write 

PT(X) = IT (1- :.). 
j=1 1 

Then 

The result is obtained by comparing coefficients. 0 

Clearly d = deg PT ::; max(T*); however, equality does not hold in general 
as is shown in Remark 4.10 below. 

In order to find a good expression for ¢T( n; -1) , we will assume that the 
polynomial PT has no multiple roots. Then 

lid B. 
GT(x, -1) = PT(X) = n~ (1 - x/a.) = ?:I 1 - ;/aj , 

1=1 1 1= 

where 
1 

Thus 

d lid 1 00 ( )n 
GT(x, -1) = -I:, _ = - 2: ' I: ~ 

j=1 ajPT(a j) 1. x/Oj j=1 ajPT(a j) n=O a j 

Comparing coefficients, we obtain 

Theorem 4.7. If T* is finite and the complex roots ai' ... ,ad of PT are dis-
tinct, then 

d 
"" - b(x) , "" 1 -n-I ¢T(n; -1) = L...J J.ln,T(O,7t)(-I) = -no L...J ---r-;;-a j . 

XEn j=1 PT( j) n,T 

Let us now specialize the preceding discussion to the case of TIn, k' Then 
T* = {I, ... , k - I}, so we get from Proposition 4.1 that ST(7t) = 0 unless 
every block in 7t has size less than k. In particular, sT(n) = 0 for n ~ k. 
Moreover, sT(n) = 1 for n < k, since then the only nonzero term in the 
definition of sT(n) is for a = (). Consequently, in this case sT(n) is the 
characteristic function of T* . 
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Let Sk(n, j) denote the number of partitions of [n] into j parts, all of size 
less than k. Then formula (4.1) specializes to 

II 
Ilk(n) = L(-I)j-1U -1)!Sk(n, j). 

j=l 

(Remark: In [BLY] this was derived as a special case of a result of Crapo.) 
In the case of nll,k we will denote Pr by Pk. The description of sr(n) 

shows that this polynomial has a particularly nice form: 
2 k-l X X 

Pk(X) = 1 + x + T + ... + (k - 1)1" 

A lot of information about the distribution of the roots of the truncated expo-
nential Pk is available; see, e.g., Szego [Sz] and Varga [V, Chapter 4]. However, 
we shall make use only of some special facts which are easy to verify. 

The formula for Ilk(n) in terms of the roots of Pk that results as a special 
case of Theorem 4.6 was given in [BLY, Theorem 5.6]: 

k-l 
(4.3) Ilk(n) = -en -1)!La;lI. 

;=1 
2 

The polynomial P3(X) = 1 +X+ ~ has roots a l = -1 + i and a 2 = -1- i. 
So from (4.3) we deduce that 
(4.4) 1l3(n) = 0 if n '= 2 (mod 4). 

The roots of Pk are distinct, since 
k-l , a· 

Pk(aJ = Pk(a) - (k ~ I)! = 
k-I 

a· 
(k ~ I)! ,= O. 

Hence, from Theorem 4.7 we obtain 
Corollary 4.8. 

• '" A b(n) , ,~-II-k Ilk(n + k) 
4>k(n, -1) = L..J IlII,k(O, n)(-I) = n.(k -I) . .LJaj = - (lI+k-l) . 

nEfln,k j=1 k-l 

From (4.2) or (4.3) we get the following recurrence for Ilk: 

(4.5) k-I ( 1) 
Ilk(n) = - L n ~ Ilk(n - r). 

r=1 

It is also worth mentioning that for k ~ n ~ 2k - 1 , we have the following 
explicit formula: 

Ilk(n) = (_I)II-k-l (~= !). 
This follows either from (4.5) or from the observation that in this case nil k 
is a lower truncated Boolean algebra. Applying the recurrence, it is easy to go 
one step further and derive the formula 

Ilk(2k) = e:'=-/)(-I/-1 -1). 
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In particular, J.tk(2k) = 0 if k is odd. 
It follows from (4.5) that J.tk(n) is always divisible by (~=D. This is also a 

consequence of Corollary 4.8 and Proposition 4.9. 
Formula (3.2) gives the expansion 

J.tk(n) = L(-I)ipi (lln,k) , 
i 

in terms of the reduced Betti numbers Pi (lln, k) = Pi (0, i) of the order complex 
of lln k \ {O, i}, n ~ k. These Betti numbers have been determined by Bjomer 
and Welker [BW] as follows. 

Proposition 4.9. (a) Pi(lln,k) # 0 if and only if i = n - 3 - t(k - 2) for some 
integer t such that 1 :5 t:5 lfJ . 

(b) If k > 2 and 1 :5 t :5 lfJ, then 

Pn- 3- t(k-2) (lln, k) 

= _ , (n - 1 ) . " (n - k - 1 - i I) (n - 2k - 1 - i2) 
(t 1). k _ 1 L- k - 1 k - 1 

... (n - (t - l)k - 1 - it_I) 1 il-i02i2-il ... ti,-i'-I 
k-l 

with summation over all strings 0 = io :5 i l :5 ... :5 it_ 1 :5 it = n - tk. 0 

We will end this section with a few remarks about general partition posets 
lln, T. More precisely, some interesting special choices for the set T of allowed 
block sizes will be discussed. 

Remark 4.10. Let TI = Z+ \ {2, 6} and To = Z+ \ {2}. It follows from (4.4) 
that sT, (6) = o. Hence 

1 

x 2 
PT1 (x) = 1 + x + "2 ' 

which has the surprising consequence (via Theorem 4.6) that 

J.tT (n) = J.tT. (n), for all n. 
1 0 

This can by induction be extended to T m = Z + \ {2, 6, 10, ... , 2 + 4m} : 

x 2 
PT.,(X) = l+x+"2 

for all m, n ~ 1 . 

and J1.T (n) = J1.T. (n), ., 0 

Remark 4.11. Let T = Z+ \ {k}, for some k ~ 2. Then Corollary 4.5 gives 

xn ( Xk) LJ1.T(n)n! =10 I+X+(-I/T . 
n?;1 

Remark 4.12. Let T = {odd positive integers}. This case has been studied by 
Calderbank, Hanlon, and Robinson [CHR]. On p. 291 of [CHR] two formulas 
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are given which in our terminology say that 
n-I 2 

Ilr(n) = (_1)2" (1·3····· (n - 2)), if n is odd, 
n-2 2 

Sr(n) = (_1)2" (1· 3····· (n - 3)) (n - 1), if n is even. 

Insertion into the formula (Corollary 4.5) 

1 + x + L. Sr(n)x: = exp ( L Il r (n)X:) 
n even n. n odd n. 

gives rise to a curious identity. 

Remark 4.13. Let T = {I, k}. Then 

{
I, 

Ilr(n) = -1, 
0, 

ifn=l, 
ifn=k, 
otherwise, 

and 5r (n) has the following combinatorial interpretation. 
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Let r n, k denote the simplicial complex whose vertices are the k-element sub-
sets of [n) and whose simplices are collections of pairwise disjoint k-subsets. 
For k = 2 the simplices are the matchings in the complete graph on n nodes. 
Another description of r n k in graph-theoretic terms is as the clique complex 
of the Kneser graph KG n, ~. Clearly, 

sr(n) = -i (rn,k) , 
where i denotes the reduced Euler characteristic. 

Hence, Theorem 4.4 specializes to the following exponential generating func-
tion 

~ _ ( ) xn x_l.. L-X rn,k -, = -e k!. 
O n. 

n= 

The complexes r n, k have been studied in [BLVZ), where it was shown that 
their reduced Betti numbers vanish in dimensions ::; n;.f':..il . 

5. THE MOBIUS FUNCTION OF PARTITIONS 
WITH RESTRICTED NUMBER OF BLOCKS 

In this section we will discuss a subposet of TIn which is in many respects 
simpler to analyze than TIn,k' namely, 

k A 

TIn = {71 E TIn: b(71)::; k} U {O}, 

for k ~ 1. Here b(71) denotes the number of blocks of the partition 7l. This 
can be described as a lower truncation of the partition lattice TIn; n - 1-k rank 
levels at the bottom have been removed if k < n - 1; TI~ = TIn if k ~ n - 1 . 

We let Il~ denote the Mobius function of this poset, and set in particular 
k kA A k n 1 Il (n) = Iln (O, 1). Clearly Il (n) = (-1) - (n - I)! if k ~ n - 1. 
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Assume that n > k. Then by definition, we have 

k 
k k A A '"" k A" r-l # (n) = # (0, 1) = - L.,..# (n, 1) = - L.,.S(n, r)(-I) (r -I)! , 

r=l 

where S(n, r) is the number of partitions of an n-set into r blocks (the Stirling 
numbers of the second kind). To bring this expression to a simpler form, we 
substitute the standard recursion for Stirling numbers: 

. (5.1) S(n, r) = S(n - 1, r - 1) + rS(n - 1, r) . 

Then all terms in the middle cancel, and we get 

Proposition 5.1. For n > k, we have 

,l(n) = (-I)kk!S(n - 1, k). 

From this it is easy to determine the exponential generating function of l . 
Corollary 5.2. 

00 11 
" k X xk L.,.# (n + 1)-, = (1 - e ) . 

k n. 11= 

We will also derive a formula for the characteristic polynomial of n!. We 
define this polynomial by 

k " k A b(x) ¢ (n; t) = L.,. P1l(0' n)t . 
XEn~ 

Using the well-known formula 

L #(0, n)l(x) =t(t-l)···(t-n+ 1) 
xEnn 

[S3, p. 128], we have 

l(n; t) = t1l + L pk(O, n)l(X) = t1l - L L #«(1, n)l(X) 
b(x)~k b(x)~k b'{aT~k 

k 

= t1l - L t(t - 1)··· (t - b«(1) + 1) = t1l - LS(n, r)r!G)' 
b(I1)~k r=l 

In particular, we have 

k 
l(n; -1) = (_1)11_ L(-l)rS(n, r)r!. 

r=l 

To bring this to a more useful nonaltemating form, we substitute from (5.1), 
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to get 
k k 
~)_I)rS(n, r)r! = I)-I)r(S(n -I, r- I) + rS(n -I, r»)r! 
r=1 r=1 

k-I 
= L:S(n -I, r)(-I)rr!r+ (-I/+\r+ I)!) + (-I/k!kS(n -I, k) 

r=1 
k-I 

= L:S(n - I, r)(_I)r+l r! + (-I/k!kS(n -I, k). 
r=1 

Repeating these transformations, we obtain the identity 
k k 

L:S(n, r)(-I/ r! = (_I)k L:r!rS(n - k + r - I, r). 
r=1 r=1 

Thus we have proved the following result. 

Theorem 5.3. 
k 

l(n ~ -I) = (_I)n + (_I)k+1 L:r!rS(n - k + r - I, r). 
r=1 

6. APPLICATIONS 
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A main motivation for this paper is to give lower bounds for the size of linear 
decision trees for certain specific problems. Using the general tools developed 
in earlier sections together with the Mobius function computations in Sections 
4 and 5 we can now deal with these problems. 

6a. The k-equal problem. "Given real numbers XI' x2' ••• , xn ' decide whether 
k of them are equal." 

The following algorithm shows that the k-equal problem can be solved using 
8n log3(n/k) comparisons" X < y?". Assume (for simplicity) that n = 2mk. 
We start with determining the (2m - 1 k)th largest element~ this takes 3n compar-
isons (see [R]). Then we go on with finding (2m- 2k)th largest elements among 
those smaller and also among those larger than this element (ties are broken 
arbitrarily). In the jth phase, those elements found so far split all elements 
into blocks of size 2m- j k , and we find the element of each block which splits 
it into two equal parts (where each element is counted in the block immediately 
before it). 

After m phases, we have found the kth, (2k)th, ... , 2mkth largest ele-
ments. Now if there are k equal elements, then one of these special elements 
must occur among them~ therefore it is enough to compare each of them with 
2k other elements (in the blocks immediately before and after them) to see if 
indeed this is the case. 

Each phase takes at most 3n comparisons, so the total number of compar-
isons needed is at most 3nm + (n/k)· 2k :5 3n log2(n/k) + 2n :5 8n log3(n/k). 
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This determines a linear decision tree with depth at most 8n log3 (n I k) and 
(consequently) of size at most (nlk)8n. 

For k very close to n (k > nI2), we can do a little better. We find the 
median of the first 2(n - k) + I elements in at most 6(n....:. k) comparisons, 
and then compare this element with the rest. This gives a decision tree of depth 
n+6(n-k). The size of this tree is at most (Z)211(n-k) • In fact, two YES-inputs 
lead to the same leaf, provided they lead to the same leaf of the median-finding 
subtree on the top, the positions of the first k occurrences of the majority ele-
ment are the same, and the nonmajority elements compare with the majority el-
ement the same way. Hence there are at most (Z)36(n-k)2n- k- 1 < (Z)211(n-k)-1 

YES-leaves; a similar argument shows that there are at most (Z)211(n-k)-1 NO-
leaves. Note that this number is bounded by a polynomial in n if n - k is a 
constant. 

The next result shows that this depth is best possible up to a constant, and 
this size is best possible up to a constant in the exponent. 

Theorem 6.1. Every linear decision tree for the k-equal problem has size at least 

max { (~), (nI3k)n} , 

and depth at least 
max{n - I, n log3(nI3k)}. 

We start with some preliminary observations. The k-equal problem is a 
special case of the problem of testing membership in the union of a subspace 
arrangement. Let ~,k denote the arrangement in lRn Of the (Z) linear sub-
spaces of dimension n - k + I given by the equations Xi = Xi = ... = Xi ,for 

12k 
I ::; i l < ... < i k ::; n. It is clear that the k-equal problem is to decide whether 
X E VoW' for points X E lRn • 

n,k 

Let l;;(n) [l;(n)] denote the minimum number of NO-leaves [YES-leaves] 
in any linear decision tree for the k-equal problem. Both functions are mono-
tone in n. In fact, let m ::; n. Every linear decision tree for n elements 
can be used to obtain a linear decision tree for m elements, by adding n - m 
new elements X, X2 , •.• , x n- m , where X is considered very large. The sign 
of a linear function of these n elements is trivially determined unless all the 
new elements have coefficient 0, in which case it is a linear decision about the 
old elements. The linear decision tree obtained this way has at most as many 
YES-leaves and NO-leaves as the original one. 

By Theorem 3.7, the Mobius function of the corresponding intersection lat-
tice will provide lower bounds for the size of decision trees. Such intersection 
lattices are in fact isomorphic to the block-size-restricted partition lattices nn k 
dealt with in §4. ' 

Proposition 6.2. The intersection lattice of ~,k' 2::; k ::; n, is isomorphic to 
the lattice nn, k' If under this isomorphism a subspace x EN", k corresponds 
to a partition in nn,k with j blocks, then dim(x) = j . 
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Proof. Associate with each partition n E lln the subspace 

Bx = {x E an : Xi = Xj whenever i and j belong to the same block of n}. 

Clearly, dim(Bx) = b(n) , and Bx n Bu = Bxvu. So the identification of the 
subspace x. = x· = ... = x· with the partition whose only nontrivial block is 

'I '2 'k 
{ii' i2 , ••• , ik } extends to an identification of the intersection lattice of ~,k 
with lln,k. 0 

From this and Corollaries 3.8 and 4.8 we get 
Theorem 6.3. 

X(Mx,,) = (_I)n n! (k-l)! Ea~n-k = (_I)n-l Jl(n~k:l~)' 
i=1 k-l 

where ai' ... ,ak_ 1 are the roots of Li<k ~ . 
The periodic vanishing of Jl3(n) mentioned in (4.4) implies that 

(6.1) X(M~ ) = 0 when n == 3 (mod 4). 
n,3 

The Betti numbers of M ~ were determined in [BW), however not in a 
n,k 

form that allows a simple closed formula. Nonzero Betti numbers occur only in 
dimensions that are multiples of k - 2 ; therefore Euler characteristic and sum 
of Betti numbers give the same lower bound for the k-equal-problem when k 
is even. 

We now obtain from Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 3.7, and 6.3: 
Corollary 6.4. Let T be a linear decision tree for the k-equal problem for n 
numbers. Then 

(a) £+(T) , C(T) 

The lower bound (b) will now be used to give a self-contained proof of the 
asymptotic lower bound for the k-equal problem, based on the Mobius function 
computations in §4. Then we will use the sharper bound (c) and the expressions 
for the Betti numbers Pi(lln k) appearing in Proposition 4.9 to give a (slight) 
improvement. We have chosen to work out both of these two parallel approaches 
in order to illustrate the variety of techniques that our general lower bound 
method allows. 

For the first approach we would like to show, using the formulas developed 
in §4, that IJlk(n)1 is large. Unfortunately, this is not always true; e.g., (4.4) 
shows that Jl3(n) = 0 whenever n == 2 (mod 4). However, Jlk(n) is large 
enough on the average. 
Theorem 6.5. For all n, k with 2 :::; k :::; n there exists an m such that 
n - k + 2 $ m:::; nand IJlk(m)1 > (m - 1)!(k _1)-m-l . 
Proof. (The argument is a special case of Tunin's principle [Tu).) Let 
ai' ... ,ak_ 1 be the roots of Pk(x). We have mini la;1 < (k - 1), since 
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TIiO: i = ±(k - I)!. Assume that 10:11 < k - 1. Write 
k-I k-2 

q(x) = II (x - o:J = I: bjxj . 
i=2 j=O 

Using (4.3) we get 

~ #k(n - j) ~~ -n+j ~ -n 
L..Jbj(n _ . _ I)! = - L..JL..JbPi = - L..Jq(O:i)O:i 
j=O ] j=O i=1 i=1 

-n k ' -n -n+k-I = -q(O:I)O:I = -( - 1)!Pk(O:I)O:I = 0: 1 . 

Hence there is a j, 0:::; j :::; k - 2, such that 

Ib , #k(n - j) I _1_1 I-n+k-I 
l(n-j-l)! > k-l 0: 1 • 

One can show by induction (using the Homer scheme) that 

b - (k )1 -j-I j - - - 1 .0: 1 Pj(O:I) ' 

and hence 

Ibjl = IO:II-j-I(k - 1)!1 (Pk(O:I) - p/o: l )) I 

Thus 

-j-II k-I k-2 jl = 10:11 0: 1 + (k - 1)0:1 + .. , + (k - l)(k - 2)··· (j + 1)0:1 

:::; (k _1)k-j lo: ll -l. 

I#k(n - j)1 > k ~ 1 (n - j - 1)!lo:tI-n+k-IlbJI-1 

~ (n - j - 1)!IO:II-n+k (k _ 1)-k+J-I 

> (n - j - 1)!(k _1)-n+J-I. 0 

Proof of Theorem 6.1. I. The first bounds for both the size and the depth follow 
by elementary considerations. Consider any linear decision tree T for the k-
equal problem; we may assume that it does not carry out unnecessary tests; i.e., 
there are both YES-leaves and NO-leaves below every internal node. 

For every subset 1 :::; i l < ... < i k :::; n of indices, consider an input with 
XI' = ... = x' = 0 but having remaining entries all different from 0 and each 

1 Ik 
other. Such inputs corresponding to different subsets of indices must go to 
different leaves, since the set of inputs going to any leaf is convex and the line 
segment connecting any two of these YES instances contains a NO instance. 
Hence the number of YES-leaves is at least (k)' 

The cell corresponding to a YES-leaf is contained in V~ ,and so it has 
•• k 

dimension at most n - k + 1. Hence we must have used at least k - 1 tests 
resulting in equality along the path to any YES-leaf. 

It is also easy to see that M $ cannot contain any k-dimensional affine 
•• k 

subspace: elements of such a subspace would have the form b+A.la1 + ... + A.k ak 
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for some fixed vectors b, aI' ... ,ak (with aI' ... ,ak linearly independent), 
and it is trivial to choose the Ai so that at least k entries are O. Hence if we 
consider a NO-leaf of T , the corresponding cell cannot contain a k-dimensional 
affine subspace, and therefore we must have at least n - k + 1 nodes on the 
path leading to it. 

Consider any NO-leaf w with an n-dimensional cell, and let w' be its father. 
As remarked, there must be a YES-leaf w" somewhere below w' , and so there 
must be at least k - 1 tests resulting in equality along the path to w". But 
none of the tests along the path leading to w I give equality (else, w would not 
be n-dimensional), so we must have at least (n - k) + (k - 1) = n - 1 tests. 
Thus we have shown that depth( T) 2: n - 1. 

II. It seems that the estimates obtained in part I are about as far as elementary 
arguments will take us. They do prove the theorem for k 2: n I 3. For the general 
case, however, we have to make use of the techniques developed in the earlier 
sections. It suffices to prove the lower bound on the size, which implies the 
lower bound on the depth. Assume that k < n12. 

One possibility is to use Theorem 6.5. Choosing n 2: m 2: n - k + 2 as in 
Theorem 6.5, we get 

l;:(n) 2: l;:(m) 2: l,uk(m)l2: (m - 1)!(k _ l)-m-l 

2: (n - k + l)!(k _ 1)-n+k-3. 

(The last inequality uses that v!(k - I)-v is increasing as a function of v for 
v 2: k - 1 .) Hence 

_ 1 (n-k+ l)n-k+l (n )n/2 
lk(n) 2: (k-l)2 3(k-l) > 8k . 

This bound gives the right order of magnitude for the depth, but we can get a 
better bound by using the inequality l;;(n) 2: Ei Pi(ITn,k). An explicit formula 
for Pi(ITn,k) appears in Proposition 4.9. We will extract one term from the 
sum expressing an appropriate Betti number. More precisely, letting t = L2kJ 
and io = i l = ... = it_ l = 0, we get 

l;; (n) 2: (t _ I)! (~ = !) (n ~ ~ ~ 1) (n ~ 2: ~ 1) ... (n - (~-_1 ik - 1) . tn-tk. 

Here each factor in the numerators of the binomial coefficients is at least n12, 
while the denominator can be estimated from above by (kI2)(k-l)t. Hence we 
get (assuming that k 2: 3 to exclude trivialities) 

l;;(n) 2: (t - I)! (IYk-l)t tn-tk = tn (:tYk-l)t (t - 1)!rt 

2: (3:r 2(k-l)t(t - 1)!rt > (3:r. 0 

6b.· The k-unequal problem. "Given real numbers Xl' X 2 , ••• , xn ' decide 
whether k of them are pairwise different." 

The case k = 2 is fairly simple to settle by elementary considerations and is 
not discussed here. So we assume that k 2: 3 . 
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It is easy to solve this problem by a decision tree of depth O(nlogk). The 
idea is to sort the numbers by the following insertion method. We process 
XI' x 2 ' ••• , one-by-one. We maintain an ordered list (Y I ' ••• ,Yr ) of the dis-
tinct Xi we have found after processing XI' ... , x m • If r ~ k, we stop; we 
know that the answer to the k-unequal-problem is YES. If r < k, then we 
process xm+1 by inserting it into the list (Y I ' .•. ,Yr ) by binary search. This 
takes Ilog(r + 1)1 < 10g(2k) comparisons. If we find that xm+1 is already in 
the list, we throw it out; else, we insert it. Clearly this procedure requires at 
most n log(2k) comparisons; i.e., it gives a decision tree of depth n log(2k) . 

We prove that this tree is optimal up to a constant factor, even using the 
more powerful model of linear decision trees. 

Theorem 6.6. Every linear decision tree for the k-unequal problem has size at 
least 

{ ( n ) n I-k} max k-2' (k-l) 3 , 

and depth at least 

max {n - 1, n 10g3 (k - 1) - k + I} . 

The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 6.1, but in many respects easier. 
The k-unequal problem is a special case of the problem of testing membership 
in the complement of a subspace arrangement. For each partition 1C of [n] 
into k - 1 classes, let Bx denote the linear subspace of lRn of dimension k - 1 
given by the equations Xi = Xj whenever i and j belong to the same class 
of 1C. Let ~n, k denote the arrangement in lR n of the S (n, k - 1) subspaces 
Bx . It is clear that the k-unequal problem is to decide whether X E M g for 

.,k 

points X E lRn. Therefore by Theorem 3.7, we can use the Mobius function 
of the corresponding intersection lattice to obtain a lower bound for the size of 
linear decision trees for this problem. Again, the intersection lattice has a nice 
combinatorial description, which is seen as in the proof of Proposition 6.2. 

Proposition 6.7. The intersection lattice of ~n,k' 2 ~ k ~ n, is isomorphic to 
the lattice Il~-I. [funder this isomorphism a subspace X E ~n k corresponds 
to a partition in Il~-I with j blocks, then dim(x) = j . ' 

From this, Corollary 3.8 and Theorem 5.3 we get 

Theorem 6.8. 
k-I 

X(Mg )= 1 + (-;-1)n- k E r!rS(n-k+r,r) . 
• ,k ,=1 

The lattice Il!-I is a lower truncation of the geometric lattice Iln • Using 
that shellability of geometric lattices is preserved under such truncation (see 
[B 1, (11.13)]), and that shellability implies vanishing of Betti numbers below 
the top dimension in all intervals [B 1, § 11], one can deduce from Proposition 
3.4 that M g has nonvanishing Betti numbers only in dimensions 0 and 

.,k 
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n - k. Hence, we have 
k-I 

(6.2) E Pi(Mg ) = 1 + E r!rS(n - k + r, r), 
.,k 

i r=1 

which shows that Euler characteristic and sum of Betti numbers give the same 
complexity lower bound in this case. 

We obtain the following bounds from Theorems 2.1 and 6.8. 

Corollary 6.9. Let T be a linear decision tree for the k-unequal problem for n 
numbers. Then both the number of YES-leaves and the number of NO-leaves of 
T are at least 

k-I E r!rS(n - k + r, r). 
r=1 

Proof of Theorem 6.6. Considering the last term in Corollary 6.9, and using the 
trivial inequality 

k k n-k S(n, ) > , 
we get that the number of YES-leaves in any linear decision tree is at least 

(k - 1)!(k _ l)n-k+1 = (k _ 1)11 (k - I)! > (k __ 1)1I31- k. 
(k - l)k-1 

A lower bound for depth follows by taking the logarithm. 
For the remaining bounds we can argue as in part I of the proof of The-

orem 6.1. Let T be a linear tree testing for membership in Mg. A cell 
.,k 

corresponding to a NO-leaf is contained in Vg ,so it has dimension at most 
.,k 

k - 1 . Hence along the path to any NO-leaf we must have used at least n - k + 1 
tests resulting in equality. 

Also, M g cannot contain any (n - k + 2 )-dimensional affine subspace: 
.,k 

elements of such a subspace would have the form b + Al al + ... + An_k+2an_k+2 
for some fixed vectors b, ai' ... ,all - k+2 (with ai' ... ,an- k+2 linearly inde-
pendent), and the Ai'S can clearly be chosen so that at least n - k + 2 entries are 
equal, implying that the point lies in Vg . Hence if we consider a YES-leaf 

.,k 
of T, the corresponding cell cannot contain a (n - k + 2)-dimensional affine 
subspace, and therefore we must have at least k - 1 nodes on the path leading 
to it. 

Now consider any YES-leaf w with an n-dimensional cell, and let w' be its 
father. There must be a NO-leaf w" somewhere below w' (unless the tree T 
is redundant), and so there must be at least n - k + 1 tests resulting in equality 
along the path to w" . But none of the tests along the path leading to w' give 
equality (otherwise w would not be n-dimensional), so we must have at least 
(n-k+ 1)+(k-l)-1 = n-l tests. Thus we have shown that depth(T) ~ n-l. 

For every subset 1 ~ i1 < " . < i ll _ k+2 ~ n of indices, consider an input with 
Xi = ... = Xi = 0 but having remaining entries all different from 0 and 

1 - .-k+2 
from each other. Such inputs corresponding to different subsets of indices must 
go to different NO-leaves, since the set of inputs going to any leaf is convex 
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and the line segment connecting any two of these NO instances contains a YES 
instance. Hence the number of NO-leaves is at least (n-~+2). 0 

6c. The k-divisibility problem. "Given real numbers Xl' X 2 • •••• Xn • decide 
whether the number of Xj's equal to any given real number is divisible by k." 

We suppose that k divides n. and set t = nlk. Assume also that 2:::; k :::; 
n12. 

It is again easy to solve this problem by a decision tree of depth O( n log( n fk)) . 
Just as for the k-equal problem. we find the kth.. (2k)th • ...• (tk)th largest 
elements. and the blocks between them. in O( n log( n I k)) comparisons. Then 
we compare each of these elements with the elements in the block preceding it. 
If we find equality in all these comparisons. we conclude that the multiplicity 
of each element is divisible by k; else. we conclude that it is not. 

The following result shows that this tree is essentially best possible. 

Theorem 6.10. Every linear decision tree for the k-divisibility problem has size 
at least 

and depth at least 
n 

nlog3 k + 4lnk· 

Similarly as before. we use our general topological bound. Let 9 n k denote 
the set of all linear subspaces B7( • where 7r is a partition of [n] into cJ.8sses with 
cardinality divisible by k; then the k-divisibility problem is just testing mem-
bership in 9 n k. The intersection lattice corresponding to this arrangement 
has the followiBg combinatorial description: 

IT~k) = {7r E ITn : all block sizes in 7r are divisible by k} U {O}. 
To apply our topological methods. we have to compute the Mobius function 

I-l~k) of this lattice. Fortunately. we can just quote the following result of Stanley 
[SI. S2]. Define the descent set of a permutation a E Sn to be 

{i E [n - 1] : a(i) > a(i + I)}. 

Proposition 6.11. II-l~k)(O. i)1 is the number of permutations of n - 1 elements 
with descent set {k. 2k • ...• n - k}. 

From this combinatorial interpretation it is easy to derive the following in-
equality. 

Proposition 6.12. 
I (k)(O i)l> (n - t)!(t - I)!. 
I-ln • ((k-l)!)t 

Proof. Partition the elements {I •...• n - t} into t classes AI •...• At of 
size k - 1. Consider the permutation that starts with the elements of A I in 
increasing order. followed by any element of {n - t + 1 •...• n - I}; then 
come the elements of A2 in increasing order. followed by any other element 
of {n - t + 1 •...• n - I} • etc. (We end with the elements of At in increasing 
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order). It is clear that this permutation has the right descent set. The number 
of permutations arising this way is the lower bound on the right-hand side. 0 

Using Theorem 3.7 and Proposition 6.12, we obtain the following bound. 

CoroUary 6.13. Let T be a linear decision tree for the k-divisibility problem for 
n numbers. Then both the number of YES-leaves and the number of NO-leaves 
of T are at least 

(n - t)!(t - I)! 
(k - 1)!t 

Hence the proof of Theorem 6.10 consists of estimating these factorials as 
before, and is omitted. 

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF (FEBRUARY 1994) 

The Betti number lower bounds have been extended to algebraic decision 
trees and algebraic computation trees in recent work by A. C.-C. Yao. 
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ABSTRACT. Topological methods are described for estimating the size and depth 
of decision trees where a linear test is performed at each node. The methods 
are applied, among others, to the questions of deciding by a linear decision tree 
whether given n real numbers (1) some k of them are equal, or (2) some k 
of them are unequal. We show that the minimum depth of a linear decision 
tree for these problems is at least (1) max{n - 1, nlog3(n/3k)}, and (2) 
max{n-l, nlog3(k-I)-k+I}. 

Our main lower bound for the size of linear decision trees for polyhedra P 
in R" is given by the sum of Betti numbers for the complement R" \ P . The 
applications of this general topological bound involve the computation of the 
Mobius function of intersection lattices of certain subspace arrangements. In 
particular, this leads to computing various expressions for the Mobius function 
of posets of partitions with restricted block sizes. Some of these formulas have 
topological meaning. For instance, we derive a formula for the Euler charac-
teristic of the subset of R" of points with no k coordinates equal in terms of 
the roots of the truncated exponential :Lid Xi / i! . 
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